Protocol tester is a project at RMC and Queen's 
Introduction
The protocols used by network applications have become languages in their own right with both syntax and semantics. One approach to security testing is Syntax Testing [4, 5] . In this approach, syntax and semantic errors are intentionally introduced when testing an application. Protocol Tester is a project at RMC and Queen's that uses syntax testing to evaluate the security of network applications. Protocol Tester applies techniques known in the design recovery and program comprehension communities to analyze and test network protocol implementations. As part of this research we capture and mutate Protocol Data Units (PDUs). A protocol data unit is a single coherent unit of exchange between the client and the server. It may be in a single network packet or it may be spread over several packets if it is larger than a single packet.
Some of these protocols such as the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF [25] ) routing protocol and the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP [7] ) are binary protocols. That is, the information is sent in binary form, as opposed to protocols like HTTP [11] or SOAP [3] where numbers and data items are converted to an ASCII representation before being sent over the network. Additionally, some protocols are frame-based. These protocols use written specifications of the bit/byte positions of specific data elements within the "frames" of the PDU. This contrasts with protocols that embed structural information about the data elements within the protocol's PDUs themselves (e.g. protocols using the Basic Encoding Rules [16] ).
To analyze and mutate these PDUs, we first convert the binary form of each protocol data unit to a textual representation. This textual representation resembles the declaration of a data structure in a programming language, and also includes the values for each of the fields.
This translation is not a traditional parsing task. First, it is not always possible to divide the input into tokens ahead of time as the bytes of the input are not distinguished in any way. For example, we often have the case that the next 4 bytes are to be interpreted as an integer. In addition, the grammars for these protocols are context sensitive. That is, the value of one or more fields determines how another field (or set of fields) will be decoded.
Applications such as Ethereal [19, 20] that implement these network protocols use custom appli-1 cation code to convert the binary form to an internal usable form. The motivation of this work is to allow the Protocol Tester framework to be used easily across a broad range of network protocols without having to provide custom code to parse and convert PDUs. The aim of this work is to provide a specification language that will allow a test planner to describe the syntax and semantic constraints of network protocols in a straight forward, human readable format. The work also provides for the automatic generation of PDU decoding/parsing components that can be used in the Protocol Tester framework. Specifically, network protocols that use frame-based specifications can benefit from such an approach as they typically require a more significant amount of custom code be developed. As such, this work does not deal directly with the problem of packet mutation for the purposes of security testing but it provides a vital component in making the Protocol Tester framework useful across a broad range of network protocols. Figure 1 shows the structure of Protocol Tester. Typically testing is done off-line, outside a production environment, in a laboratory environment. At the bottom of the figure is a network connecting the test system and a client system that is interacting with the test system. A valid PDU in the protocol is first captured using a packet sniffer such as SNORT [26] . The captured PDU at this point in time is stored in a binary data file. The file is decoded into a textual representation by a decoder. This paper, in part, presents our implementation of an improved decoder.
Background
The markup and execution engine, implemented in TXL [4] , are used to generate variants of the PDUs which are then re-encoded and injected back into the network. The ultimate testing goal is to detect when the mutated packets are handled incorrectly by the test system (e.g. memory errors) and to investigate the security relevance of the defect (e.g. buffer overflow).
There can be many different testing strategies that can be applied to a single PDU (different markups that result in different kinds of mutation). Therefore, a single PDU captured from the network can be decoded and used with different testing strategies to generate many mutated test PDUs for injection against the test system. The markup and execution approach, modeled on previous research, separates the planning of the testing suite from the execution of the test suite. The markup that is generated is rather simple. It includes markup to delete a field, change the encoding of a field, duplicate a field, change the value of a field, and other similar tasks.
The execution engine carries out most of the actual PDU modification based on the markup (encoding modifications, also based on markup, are carried out by the encoder). Thus markup is always done on the original valid data, and may generate more than one PDU, while the execution engine generates the modified PDUs. that depend on simultaneous changes to multiple fields communicate through the markup. That is, they make markup to simultaneous fields. The execution engine, responsible for implementing the transforms need not know about relationships between fields.
Improving on Protocol Tester
Our new work focuses on the components in Figure 1 labeled: Protocol Description, Decode and Test Planning. These are new in this work.
The description of the protocol contains a variety of information. It contains the syntax of the protocol, transfer encoding information and semantic information such as constraints between fields, ordering of data fields and if a given field must be unique. Our language, Semantic Constraint Language (SCL) [23] , extends the industry standard ASN.1 [8, 15] protocol description language with XML markup containing the constraints. The protocol description can be used to automatically generate a new decoder for a specific network protocol. The test planner is responsible for extracting the constraints from the protocol description based on the captured PDU and generating markup requests based on a library of standard testing strategies. Figure 2 shows a subset of the OSPF protocol in SCL. The additional XML constraints (which are used to capture the semantic information) are shown in italics. We first consider the ASN.1 core description of the protocol (the non-italic portion). As shown by the first line, the OSPF protocol consists of five types of data units. The first of these, the Hello-PDU consists of an OSPF-PDUHeader (which is common to the five types of PDUs), followed by a Hello-Header followed by a set of Neighbor data elements. The number of Neighbor elements is based on the length of the PDU.
There are several ways in which the data structures may be encoded when it is transmitted. One common way is the Basic Encoding Rules [16] . In 3 this form each element and each sequence (or set) of elements is encoded using a tag/length/value scheme. A single byte gives the type of the data (e.g. integers are 2, Octet String is 4 and sequence has the value 16). This is followed by one or more bytes that encode the length of the value, followed by the actual value. So the integer 325 may be encoded as the byte 2 followed by a second byte with the value 2, followed by the value of the integer (bytes 1 and 69). BER encoded protocols such as SNMP are easy to translate and most operating systems have a library to provide generic encoding and decoding of BER encoded data. We also have developed a generic decoder for BER encoded data.
The difficulty comes in protocols that do not use BER to encode the data. Frame based protocols, such as OSPF, simply assign a number of bytes to each field of the PDU. So the version field of the OSPF-PDU-Header is one byte long and happens to be the first byte of a PDU. The Neighbor data type in the Hello-PDU of Figure 2 is four bytes long.
Our XML extensions are shown in italics in Figure 2 . The OSPF-PDU-Header contains only fields with primitive types. As such, the size markup gives the size (in bytes) of each field. The Hello-PDU production contains three fields. The size of the first two is given by the size markup on the productions for the types of the fields. Thus, the size of each is the size computed from the size of the fields and this case is specified as SELFDE-FINED. The size of the neighbor data is specified as CONSTRAINED. This means that the size of the field is given as a constraint in the transfer markup, discussed in the next paragraph. Figure 2 also shows a transfer markup for the Hello-PDU production. This contains two constraints. The first models the use of a type field to determine the type of PDU. All of the OSPF PDUs start with the same header. The value of the ospfType field determines the type of the PDU. In this case a value of 1 indicates that it is a hello PDU. The size of the ospfLength field from the header also gives the number of valid bytes in the PDU. The remaining bytes after the OSPF-PDUHeader and the Hello-Header have been decoded 4 and contain the IP addresses of the neighbor routers. The length of the neighbor data section of the PDU is specified by the second transfer constraint. SCL also supports a cardinality constraint where the value of one field gives the number of fields in a set or sequence. This occurs in Link-StateUpdate-PDUs. Figure 3 shows an example of the general textual form of the PDU used by protocol tester. This is the textual form of a PDU captured from the network, and after decoding. The figure shows the contents of a hello PDU from our test network in the textual notation. The syntax is similar to the ASN.1 notation, except that all of the fields that are used in the given PDU are expanded to contain the data values. The value of each primitive field is shown as a sequence of byte values (0-255) after the type for each field. The value of non-primitive fields (records such as helloHeader) are also expanded in place to contain the data values. Note that successful parsing of the neighbor data required the use of the semantic constraint specifications. The creation of the new parser for the protocol is done automatically from the SCL specification and is described in more detail in Section 3.
This textual form makes it easy to mutate and generate multiple test PDUs which are translated back to binary form and injected into the network. It also makes it easier to apply more design recovery and program compression techniques as the project progresses.
Decoding Binary PDUs
There are three parts to using a SCL specification to decode a binary PDU. The first is to validate the correctness of the SCL specification, the second is to translate the SCL specification into a grammar graph, and the final step is to parse the PDU. All these steps are done automatically. The first two steps need only be done once for each protocol description. This new decoder can be used to decode many different types of captured PDUs belonging to the protocol, which can then be subjected to mutations and used to test the target system for security vulnerabilities. We start by describing the grammar graph data structure. We then describe the validation and translation of specifications and the parsing algorithm.
Grammar Graph Data Structure
Our decoding algorithm uses a graph data structure that is derived from the SCL description of the grammar and the context sensitive constraints. Figure 4 shows a class diagram of our grammar graph. There are three types of grammar nodes:
GrmToken. The GrmToken node is used to model primitive fields. This node has two attributes, The type of the field (e.g. INTEGER, OCTET_STRING) and the size of the field (i.e how many bits or bytes to read when decoding). For example, the ospfType field of the OSPF-PDU-Header production is translated 5 to a GrmToken node. GrmContainer. This is used to represent SCL elements that have named fields. The two subclasses of this element are GrmOr which represents choice productions and GrmRec which represents records. For example, the attribute seq_or_set is used to indicate if the record is a SEQUENCE or a SET. GrmArray. This is used to represent an indeterminate sequence of elements such as the element given by neighbor-Data from Figure 2 . The only attribute is parent_name which is the name of the field that is represented by an array. It is used to generate the names of each individual element (e.g. neighbor-Data*2 in Figure 3 ).
Container nodes are composed of fields which are modeled using the Field class. Each field has a name and also gives the grammar object that represents the field. So the OSPF-PDU-Header entity in Figure 3 is modeled as a GrmRec, with seven Field members. The first Field member has a name attribute of "version" and is related by the child relation to a GrmToken element which has a type_name of INTEGER and a size of 1. The second Field member has a name attribute of ospfType and is related by the child relation to the same GrmToken element as the version field.
The decoding specifications shown in the <transfer> markup in Figure 2 are expressions. These are parsed into simple binary expression trees using the Expr class. So the first constraint, MATCHES (header.ospfType ==1), is represented as an Expr node with name "==", and two children. The first child is an Expr node with name "." and children with names "header" and "ospfType". The second child of the "==" Expr node is a node with a nul l name and a value 1. The first constraint is a backwards constraint, while the second constraint is a forward constraint.
The backwards constraints are used to accept or reject a particular parse once a field has been read. In this case, the decoder will parse the PDU until the entire header has been read and then it will check the value of the constraint. For example, if the value of the ospfType field is 2, then the PDU is a DD-PDU. If the parser is in the GrmRec node for the Hello-PDU, then the parser will backtrack to the previous GrmOr node representing the choice between different PDU types and try the next alternative.
Forward constraints are used to limit the parse of elements as they are parsed. In the example in Figure 2 , the forward constraint ( Length(neighbordata) ) limits the total length of the elements that make up the list of neighbors in the neighborData element. This limits the number of bytes of the PDU that can be consumed by the grammar production. While the example is simple (all of the remaining valid bytes are neighbors) some network configurations impose a minimum PDU size which may pad the PDU with extra bytes, so some means of limiting the number of bytes is needed.
SCL to Graph Translation
The translation of the SCL protocol specification is done using TXL [9] . TXL is a programming language designed to support software transformation tasks. It combines features of both functional and rule-based programming, and supports unification, implied iteration and deep pattern match. A TXL program consists of two parts: a context-free, possibly ambiguous grammar describing the syntactic structure of the artifacts to be transformed, and a set of by-example formal transformation rules that use pattern-replacement pairs to describe the desired transformations. TXL has been used in a range of applications from software design recovery to artificial intelligence, in both academic and industrial contexts [9] . In our project TXL was used for two purposes: to error check the SCL specification for errors and to translate the SCL specification.
TXL has a built in parser which will report any syntax errors in the SCL program. This is augmented by custom TXL rules which check that: 1) all non-terminals that are used are defined exactly once. 2) all terminals fields have a known type and associated size constraint in the size markup. 3) all fields of a given record are uniquely named 4) all references to fields in constraints are defined and that the paths to all fields (e.g. header.ospfType) are correct. We have defined an XML representation of the grammar graph. It is a direct encoding of the grammar graph structure. A second TXL program is used to translate the SCL protocol specification into the XML representation. This program is responsible for identifying which constraints are forward and backward constraints, simplifying expressions where possible and the final encoding in XML. Figure 5 shows a sample of the XML encoding of the OSPF grammar shown in previous figures.
The PDU decoder was originally written in C++ and has been ported to Java. It reads the XML description of the grammar graph and builds an appropriate internal data structure. The parser is described in more detail in the next section.
Context Sensitive Parsing
The actual decoding is done by our context sensitive parser. It performs a recursive traversal of the grammar graph while processing an in memory copy of a particular captured PDU. As it does, it constructs a concrete tree representation of the PDU. This tree consisting of token nodes and record nodes is then walked to generate the final text output.
At the leaves of the grammar, GrmToken nodes simply retrieve the appropriate number of bytes from the PDU. GrmOr nodes are also rather simple. Each field represents an alternative, and is checked in order. The concrete tree for the first one 7 <serialized-description> <user-type-declaration grm-type="GrmOr" user-type="PDU_MAIN-MODULE" > <choice-list> <choice user-type="Hello-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" label="Hello-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" ></choice> <choice user-type="DD-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" label="DD-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" ></choice> <choice user-type="LSRequest-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" label="LSRequest-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" > </choice> <choice user-type="Link-State-Update-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" label="Link-State-Update-PDU_MAIN-MODULE" ></choice> <choice user-type="Link-State-Ack-Packet_MAIN-MODULE" label="Link-State-Ack-Packet_MAIN-MODULE" ></choice> </choice-list> </user-type-declaration> <user-type-declaration grm-type="GrmRec" user-type="OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" rectype="grm_seq" > <child-list> <child user-type="version_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="version" ></child> <child user-type="ospfType_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="ospfType" > </child> <child user-type="ospfLength_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="ospfLength" > </child> <child user-type="router-ID_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="router-ID" > </child> <child user-type="area-ID_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="area-ID" > </child> <child user-type="csum_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="csum" > </child> <child user-type="aTypeMSB_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="aTypeMSB" ></child> <child user-type="aTypeLSB_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="aTypeLSB" > </child> <child user-type="auData1_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="auData1" > </child> <child user-type="auData2_OSPF-Packet-Header_MAIN-MODULE" label="auData2" > </child> </child-list> </user-type-declaration> … </serialized-description> Figure 5 : Partial XML encoding of OSPF grammar that succeeds is returned. Otherwise the parse fails and the parser signals a backtrack by returning a null concrete tree. Records and Arrays are a bit more complex. Each and every field in a record (GrmRec) must be parsed for the record to be successfully parsed. The novel part of our algorithm is that as each field is parsed, it is used to simplify the constraints.
For each constraint (forward or backward), any references to fields that occur in the field that was just parsed are replaced by the value. Predefined functions such as SIZEOF are also replaced. If the replacements result in any arithmetic or relational expressions with constant values, they are simplified.
Backward constraints are boolean values. If any of the backward constraints resolve to false, then the constraint has failed, and the parser must back up. In this case the parser backs up to the saved point and returns a null concrete tree. If this record was a field of a higher record, then that record also backs up to its saved point.
Forward constraints are used to constrain the lengths of arrays of elements. The two supported constraints are Length and Cardinality. Length constraints give the number of bytes that an array of elements occupies. They are implemented by temporarily reducing the length of the PDU to the given length for the task of parsing the elements of the array. After as many elements have been successfully parsed as can be (i.e. a non-null concrete tree is returned), the algorithm checks to see if the current position in the PDU is at the temporary length limit of the PDU. If not, then not all bytes given by the length constraint were used and the parse fails. If the position and length match, the parse succeeds and the PDU length is restored to its previous value.
A cardinality constraint gives the number of elements in the array rather than the number of bytes occupied by the elements. For a cardinality constraint, the parser must succeed in parsing the correct number of elements from the PDU for the parse to succeed. In both cases (length and cardinality), if the parse fails, the saved position in the PDU is restored and the parser returns a null concrete tree, triggering a backup to the most recent GrmOr node.
Validation
The decoder has been validated against both the OSPF and BGP protocols. Both protocols are frame based protocols and have multiple types of PDUs. We have validated against the following criteria:
Expressiveness. The SCL language must include the constraints necessary to decode PDUs from multiple protocols.
Abstract Type Property Correctness. The decoder must process the production associated with each abstract type properly. This is verified by comparing multiple binary PDUs decoded manually with the result obtained in decoding the same PDUs using the decoder.
Context-Sensitive Dependencies. The transfer constraints must direct the decoding decisions based on field values in the binary PDU.
Rejection of Erroneous Binary PDUs. Any PDU that fails to meet the specifications of the protocol grammar should be rejected.
Note that this is not a validation of the security testing approach of Protocol Tester, that has been reported on elsewhere [28] . Instead this is a validation of the ability of the decoder to decode a variety of packets that can be described in our notation.
To explicitly verify these criteria, two protocol grammars, one for version four of BGP [22] and another for version two of OSPF have been tested. Four PDUs from the BGP protocol (Keep-Alive, Notify, Open, Update) and six PDUs from the OSPF protocol (Hello, DD, SLR, LSU, LSA and LSU) were decoded and compared against the manual result. These results fully exercised the parsing approach.
In addition, we have used the decoder in continuing security research using Protocol Tester. The Server Message Block/Common Internet File Server (SMB/CIFS) [21] and Apple Filing Protocol (AFP) [2] have been expressed in SCL and the decoder has been used to translate the binary PDUs of these protocols for analysis and mutation. One minor extension required by the SMB protocol was to add an big-endian/little-endian switch to the decoding of integer tokens. Otherwise the decoder was able successfully decode the captured PDUs in these protocols. The approach should be able to decode any captured packet given the appropriate grammar, both at the application layer (SMB), the network layer (OSPF/BGP) or at the data link layer 8 (Ethernet Packets).
Related Work
Network applications for protocols use application code to decode these PDUs. One example is the marshaling of arguments in remote procedure calls [6, 14, 27] . In these cases the marshaling code is generated from the class definition or from another specification such as IDL [4] . Adapting to a new protocol still requires the generation and compilation of custom code.
Etherreal [19, 20] is a well known sniffer/protocol analyzer. It supports many well known protocols and the user may write filters that are triggered on particular fields of PDUs. However the support for protocols is implemented in a conventional programming language through dynamically loadable libraries. Adding a new protocol to Etherreal requires the user to implement the parser directly in ad-hoc code. There is a utility idl2eth which will read an Corba IDL description and generate the code, but that is limited to the standard Corba encodings. Our approach does not require any user written imperative code. The entire translation is specified as an ASN.1 style specification augmented with the size, transfer and semantic constraints.
Recursive descent parsing is a parsing method where each grammar production is implemented as a separate function. The function typically returns true or false to indicate if the grammar production was successfully applied. This permits the parser to backtrack and fully explore the grammar space when parsing. However, it still requires custom code for each grammar, and custom code if any context sensitive constraints on the grammar are to be implemented.
TXL [9] extends this concept by building a template structure from the grammar. The template contains elements representing grammar alternatives, sequences, and non-terminals. At parse time, a top-down, full backtracking parsing algorithm traverses both the grammar structure and the input to build a concrete parse tree of the input.
The PROTOS project [17, 18] at Oulu University uses a higher order attribute grammar [31] to both decode the protocol data and to generate test sets. A grammar structure is instantiated to make a concrete data set that is used for the test. A walker walks the concrete data set and as it visits nodes in the concrete tree, actions written in Java are triggered. These actions can be used to compute checksums and to send and receive the data on the network. However, new Java code must be implemented when a new protocol with one or more actions not currently implemented is tested.
We have previously experimented with an encoder/decoder [28] that uses a grammar structure with implemented actions and constraints. This paper generalizes the previous work to add interpreted constraints and textual grammar specifications to the parsing engine allowing the user to express general constraints.
Conventional LR [1] , LL [13] and GLR [30] parsers are interpreted parsers where the grammar is translated to a table which is interpreted by a standard parsing algorithm. However the classes of grammars recognized by LR and LL parsers are too limited for the type of translation required in this work. GLR grammars are more general and can recognize any context free language. They are similar to LR parsers, but allow conflicts in the tables, when conflicts arise, they clone the stack and pursue multiple parses simultaneously. However, due to the bottom up nature of the parse, it is difficult to add semantic constraints where an alternative parse is selected based on the value of a symbol Semantic control of LR parsers was explored by Ganapathi [12] . In this case, extra custom terminal symbols were added to the end of productions to eliminate reduce-reduce and shift-reduce conflicts. Semantic actions insert these custom terminal symbols based on values read allowing them to control the progress of the parse. A similar approach is used by McKenzie [24] . However the semantic actions are implemented in a conventional language and linked into the resulting parser.
Two enhancements [29] are made to a basic backtracking LR approach which enable the parsing of languages that are simultaneously contextdependent and ambiguous. Semantic undo actions allow changes that have been made to the global state in preparation for handling context-dependencies to be reverted during backtracking. Conflicting shift-reduce actions are statically ordered to approximate a generalized recursive-descent parsing strategy.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a protocol independent technique for translating binary PDUs to a textual representation for further use in black box security testing. The approach is based on a top down recursive walk of a grammar graph that has been augmented with semantic constraints. The technique is protocol independent in that the implementation of the parser is the same for all protocols. Instead the protocol specification, written in SCL, is translated to an XML representation that contains both the protocol grammar, the encoding information and any context sensitive constraints. The constraints are evaluated by a constraint resolver as the parser processes a captured PDU.
The approach has been specifically validated against a set of PDUs in the OSPF and BGP protocols and continues to be used in our research, most recently for the SMB and AFP protocols.
